What is MoonTrust Token?
MoonTrust (MNTT) is a token on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), home of the BNB
currency. We chose BSC because of lower gas fees in comparison to ETH. The
MoonTrust team aims for this token to be community-driven so the mechanisms and
features of the token are designed to

incentivize long-term holders and provide

cushion for whale dumps. MoonTrust token has an increasing tax structure based on
transaction size. This will discourage whales from dumping massive amounts in one
go. The tax collected will also be evenly distributed into two pools.

Distribution pool
The MoonTrust: MNTT token smart contract holds the distribution pool. The value of the
holder’s wallet is based on their original purchased/received tokens + their share of
the distribution pool in proportion to their base tokens. They can sell/transfer the base
tokens + their share of the distribution pool contract.

Liquidity pool
In the early phases of the project, the tax revenue will be used to provide PancakeSwap
liquidity. After that, this pool will be used to pay for exchange listing fees and other
projects.

Why Tax Brackets?
Token Transaction
Amount

Tax

<1k

No tax

1k-10k

1%

10-100k

2%

100k-500k

4%

500k-1m

5%

1m-250m

10%

250m-1b

13%

1b +

15%

Our goal is to make the MoonTrust token a
practical option for everyday transactions,
so transactions that are less than 1000
tokens will not be taxed. An increasing tax
structure exists to discourage mass sell-off
and incentivize holders. The tax brackets are
designed with BSC gas prices in mind to
prevent whales from doing multiple sell
orders.

Use of Tax Revenue
The distribution goes to the MoonTrust: MNTT Token contract. This contract holds the
distribution, and during sends/transfers that number decreases. In theory, it is
impossible for this contract to hold more than 15% of total supply because the highest
tax bracket is 15%.
Our tax system is designed for price cushioning. Early holders will not be the only ones
benefiting from the transaction tax. The fees go into a "pool." This pool applies to all
buys/sells, so it is constantly growing. This pool has a growth limit depending on where
the tax bracket is.
Example: You buy 100m MNTT, 5m will go into the liquidity wallet. 5m goes to the
distribution pool. 90m will be sent to you. You will see 90m + a share based on the
distribution pool. If you sell, you can sell 90m + your portion of the share in the pool.

Tokenomics

Note: Within the smart contract, the MoonTrust team wallet must maintain a balance
of greater than 25% at all times, effectively permanently locking the team wallet. In
other words, the MoonTrust team can only trade tokens that are above the 25% level
(i.e., if we have 26%, we can only sell/trade a maximum of 1%).

Holder’s Confidence
1. There are only a finite amount of tokens. The only source of tradable tokens
is the tax redistribution airdrop, and the dev tokens are permanently locked.
2. Fair launch on DxSale
3. LP token locked on DxLocker for one year
4. LP token generated from tax locked on PancakeSwap
5. Price-dump cushioning via increasing transaction tax bracket on large orders

Why not just burn all dev tokens instead of 5% burned?
The aim of this project is for the MoonTrust team to grow with the community.
Because the

MoonTrust team wallet can't go below 25% of the token, the only

revenue source will be the tax distribution. Our success will be strictly defined by
MoonTrust token's value and the on-chain activity generated.
The burned wallet primarily serves as a steady burn rate based on redistribution
airdrops. Technically, the burn wallet counts as a holder to receive airdrops from tax
redistribution as well. This allows the MoonTrust token to be deflationary over time.

How will the MoonTrust team wallet revenue be spent?
As we will be locking 95% of proceeds from the public sale back into PancakeSwap via
DxSale’s smart contract mechanism, we can only rely on future on-chain transactions
for tax redistribution airdrops. The MoonTrust team hopes to use this revenue to grow
the token and to provide stability to the ecosystem.

Our priorities:
●

Pay for transaction fees for tax redistribution airdrops

●

Keep our website and database running smoothly, upgrading servers as needed

●

Maintain a savings account for any unexpected growth of MoonTrust token
○

As we will be airdropping across entire holders, transaction fees will grow
exponentially as the number of holders grows.

○

We will exclude any wallet that holds less than 1 token from the airdrop.

●

Exchange listing fees

●

Community Events

●

Partnerships

Roadmap
2021
March – DxSale fair launch
April – Coingecko and CoinMarketCap listing
May – Partnership announcement
Q3 – Exchange listing
Q4 – Integration of the MoonTrust Token to our partners as a method of payment

